CT 48 E AC HEPA
The Remodeler’s Dust Extractor

No more clogged filters – the AUTOCLEAN (AC) automatic main filter cleaning keeps the filter clean and provides a continuously high suction power. With its huge container capacity of 12.7 gal (48 l), the CT 48 AC provides maximum volume and a high degree of flexibility. Equipped with swiveling front casters and large rear wheels for optimum mobility. It also has a locking brake that provides stability on any surface as well as during transport. The flat filter fully integrated with the suction head ensures the full volume of the tank is utilized: This means that the gross and net container volumes are nearly identical. The extremely compact high-performance turbine provides the right suction power. A 137 CFM volume flow means that virtually nothing remains except clean air.

Strengths & Benefits

- OSHA Table 1 Silica dust control solution*
- HEPA Filtration
- AutoClean automatic filter cleaning function
- High volume capacity for big jobs with high dust volume.
- Tapered 36–32 mm hose ensures optimal airflow.
- 3-piece cleaning accessory kit
- Ready to work – included reducer allows for connection to all Festool products with both 36mm & 27mm ports.

*For the applications outlined as; iii, vii, viii, x, xi, xii (always check your local guidelines to ensure the proper equipment and PPE is being used for the given application)
### Disposable Dust Liners
Not suitable for CT standard version (without AC); For extracting dust with the CT 48 with Autoclean function. 5 pieces

$50.00  
497540

### SELFCLEAN Filter Bag
Optimum usage of filter bag volume and constantly high suction power thanks to SELFCLEAN filter bag. 5 pieces

$53.00  
497539

### Main Filter
HEPA main filter designed for use with AutoClean function; Replacement High-Performance filter optimized for the CT 48; AutoClean. Filters 99.99% of particles down to 0.3 micron in size. Includes one filter.

$100.00  
205412

### Suction hose
Antistatic; For remodeling and cleaning work; 36/32 x 3.5 m AS conical hose; Temperature resistant to 158 °F (+70°C); Smooth

$175.00  
204923

### Reducing sleeve
Tool connection end; Reduction of dia. 36 to 27 mm; Can be attached by inserting into end of D36 or D32 hose. Allows to connect any D36 or D32 hose to a Festool tool with a 27 mm dust port.

$30.00  
768135

### Reducing sleeve
For all power tools with D36 flange and cleaning accessories; For D 36/32 suction hose; Antistatic; Hose connector for electric tool or suction nozzle; For efficient, clean and systematic work with minimized dust exposure.

$27.00  
506671

### Limited Edition
Systainer Installer’s Set

Accessory
**SYS-TAINER T-LOC**

576913  $275.00

INSTL-SYS-B-Set
Including: SYS-ToolBox TB-2; SYSTAINER SYS-StorageBox; SYSTAINER SYS-MFT; SYSTAINER T-LOC TL B; Container Set 60x60x71/6; Container Set 60x120x71/4; Container Set 180x120x71/2; 2x quick clamp
The Festool Edge Sanding Guide gives you the speed and reliable finish quality that you would otherwise only expect from stationary edge-sanding equipment. Easily and quickly attaches to the 5” Random Orbit Sander ETS 125 REQ and the Cordless Sander ETSC 125. Its intuitive and ergonomic design adapts to practically any kind of edge, angle, or curvature. Create finished results with consistency and in less time than hand sanding.

Compatible with the 5” Random Orbit Sanders and not included.

Edge Sanding Guide

AH-ES-ETS/ETSC
For ETS 125 REQ, ETSC 125
For sanding filled, painted and solid wood edges in fixed angular positions without any tipping;
Including: Base LAS-H-ES, Base LAS-W-ES, Hex key

Edge Sanding Guide Accessories

Base LAS-H-ES
Plastic all-round base attachment for wood or similar materials.

Base LAS-W-ES
Base attachment with hook-and-loop lining for attaching a velour; Velour peel-away lining for sanding smooth or delicate workpieces; Including: GB-LAS-STF-ES velour peel-away lining.

Velour Element GB-LAS-STF-ES/5
Velour peel-away lining for quick and simple replacement; Use a separate linings for different applications, e.g. oiled and painted surfaces. 5 pieces
STM 1800
Mobile Sawing Table

Ideal for cutting sheet goods and/or using as an assembly bench on construction sites, production shop, or the home workshop: designed to be operated by one person, saving both time and money during your fabrication and assembly process.

Strengths & Benefits

- Ideal for use on the go thanks to compact dimensions (when collapsed for transport), low weight, and robust chassis
- Intuitive design promotes easy setup and use
- Footprint is adjustable for working environment and material sizes
- Height adjustable from 27-9/16” to 35-7/16” / 2” increments (35-7/16” matches and compliments the MFT)
- Robust locking casters for stability and ease of mobility
- 71” x 71” support area with replaceable table supports

STM 1800
Mobile saw table and work bench
STM 1800
Fitted wooden coverings; Four extension supports with wooden coverings.

$995.00
205183

Limited Availability at participating dealers